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ABSTRACT

NThe- purpose' is to examine the,kmpact of'family structure
variables, family' SEAS, and participation in :institutional
pres4fiool chili care facilities (day .care centers) on the
sociallpsychological developmen1 of the child (irk terms of his/her
affective identifi.catioh with parents, self-concepts development,
and a variety of indi.Oes of social behavior adjustment).
Attention.is given to four related issues: (1) a policy-pragmatic -

concern -- the,impact of day care centers on the socialization of
young children, (?).a concern with explicating the causal factors
in primary ociali±ation in terms of twotheoretticaL models one
usingSES and the other using. family ,structure variables as
independent variables, (3) a concern with exploring,
some of the theoretical implication Of the symboliq-interactionist
orientations, namely the relationship between ideptification with
significant others, self,Aonceptrand social behavior, and (it)'a
concern with examining, empirically, some hypotheses of family
sociologists about the relatibpship :tetween institutional
encroachments on "famil,y functions"

%
and changes in the

cohesivienesss of the family -unit. Data were obtained by

structured interviews with a parent and a child from 286 families,
fifty-percent of which bad ,children enro13,ed In day ,care ,centers.

The model using faibilY-:-SES.as indepe'ndent,yariables prDvides a'
better explanation of .early socialization than_do family- struc't'ure ,
variabHs, and PamilyiSES and.dpy care -participation can be .viewed
as "functional alternatives" ib terms of prouidihg 'resources -for
early SoCialilation and social-psychologicaLdOelopment of
the.qhijd, . -
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Day Care Centers,-Family Structure, And Socio- economic
Status: 'A Study In Early Socialization
. t

The focus 'of thi8 paper',is to examine the 'impact of family

structure variables, family Socio-economic 'status, and

pai-ticipation in institutional pre-school' child care facilities

(day care denters>° on the social psycholosical development of the

child; in terms of his/her affective identification with parents,'

6oselfyncept development and a variety of indices' of behavioral
. T

adjustment. The present .study goes beyond previous studies of the

. effects of ,day care c.enters on children ,in that it' utilizes a
.

vbstly Largen:S pie than ordiRarily encountered in such studie

.
.

(543 Caldwell et al.,1970; .',Braun and W.dvell, 1972);(2) uses a
: -

.

comurrity based population - -- whereas many prior, studies were of

children in clinical, experimental,.or university-based centers

and (3) att mpts to assess the impacts' of day' care center s in the

context o t Other politerful forces that presuMedly impinge on the

early socialization prqcess i(family structure and family SES).

The itsa s 'addressed by this, -research can be: clarified by
I

identifying four distinct but highly'interrelated concerns which

have animated scholars in a variety of disciplines as well as

o lenge s gments of the public.

,

4
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(1)

THE IMPACT OF DAY CARE CENTERS
ON THE SOCIAL- PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN

Such concern has been a matter of intense pdblic debate now

for at least a half decade (see Messer & Messer,. T974_; Ross, 1974;

and Newsweek, 1975). .Public concarn was reflected in,an executive

veto by the president in- 1971 of- a comprehensive child =care

"bill - -which would have gr9atly subsidized and expanded. DCC

facilities. The :Veto was partly on the grounds -that the bill
contained bad implications for the development of chrldren and

family-weakening implications. Mdch of the concern %appears to

stem .from the perception thatf an expansion in DCCs Would threaten

the traditional nuclear family-centered model of childrearing.

The concerns and fears of the public about these matters have beeri

reflected in )a wide variety ,of professional and_ scholarly opinion.

Such opinion ranges' ft''om mild reservationp about vDCCs -to

flambouyant assertions that the advent of the DCC means the demise

of theAmeritan family, and ultimately society in general

4
('see Bronfenbrenner, no date; Hoffman, 1963; Kagan, 1968; Kagan

and Witten, 1970; Kardirier,' 1961; and Moore et al.., 1972).

Scholar ,concern abotii DCCs appears to focus, largely -- though not

the as5qmption that . the quality of

childsociali.z_ing agent interaction is critically- different in the
;

4
.nuclear. family than in DCC, 'where such interaction ip assumed to

. , .

.
. .

.,

be of '--a 'less intense, continuous, and "primary" DCC and -on the
.
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lack of cohtinuity of such' agents through a--Character:: Behind
- -

this assumption- ther-e,-appear to be two others: .(1) that th

yrimariness" of social interaction d& mainly deteeTlined: try the
.

.e.

frequency,. intensity, and cbritihuity ofsocial interaction; and .

. .

(2) thQt such primary social interaction 4 a.:necssary:.requisite
,

k

0

for the adequate sOcial-psychological of .the yer..sop..

ThuS Kardiner. (1961) suggests that 'the child's

-Sialization -is undertaken by a multiplic.ity of adults,':he fails

Ito positively identify .with lan0 icrealize any particuar

adult:..(which)... results, in a failure of the child to develops.!

an adequate sense of telf4esteem and subsequently hinders.

ability- to relate interpersonallYito others ". And according, to.

Kagan (1968:87) "We believe...(tat DCCs)...have potential angers

for the' child's' growth, for it could produce a child .whd' has

gseriously diluted, ties to his parents. It will alsO-weaken,the /
-41*

'emotional involvement of the mother wit her own chin". Moore.et

al. are even more blunt in stating that in summary, research and

comparisons of school entry ages clearly point to-the need --tor:-

a warm, continuous mother or motherlsurrogate relationship..
0

(without a succession of different people) until the child is at

least seven or ei ht" (1972:820-21).'

o

_
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(2).
THE CAUSAL FACTORS EN THE SOCIALIZATION >

OF THE CHILD.

Taken collectively, the concerns of the _above mentioned

analAsts suggests that the frequency and Continuity of the.,.

interaction between the child .and the socialization agent
,

'determine the ability of puchan, agent to become .a slgnificant*
- 4

.

other or role model for the child, and hence exert powerful
2

impact on the whole socialization process. Presumedly the

structure of,the nuclear family provides much greater interaction

potential in terms of frequency and interaction than does the

. structure of the DCC. In'.i. ts most simplified *form such an
,,....!__ .. .

.

argument (hereafter...termed the interaction potential argument) is
e -

consistent with Homan's assertion that ''...persons Who interact

frequently lth- one another tend to like one ahother" (1950:111),
tt

Fdrther., it,. could be suggested that such likk-ng for otherd forms.

the basis for liking oneself, and that liking :Oneself. is the

cornerstone of self-esteem upon : whibh adequate

.

ssocial - psychological development'
y

takeb *place. Needless to say,
,

/
,,, ;

. ,

not all observers of ,,,edrlY socialization would accept such

assertion's . One could ,argue, in-fact that the, qualitative aspects

ofochil - socializing agent; gin eraction are better explanatory

variables 'for socialdzatkon outcomes than the' Structural and/or
.\ .

J

shrTological potentials for such nteraction-
/
In- this regard, - a

favorite ,such variable has "been- the SES olitthe family. Thus,

6
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Brofifenbrenner (,1958:424), has summarized studies suggesting' that

,
":..working class 'parents ark "consistently. mote likely.tolemploy

rt4-,

physical punishment, while middle .class familie'&: rely ,moore on

reasoning, ..i.solatios,. 'appeals of -.Vint, and oth,er 'methods

involvin the loss .of lsv-e". Exactly-how or'Whs th411.-s so 3s not

crealy'understood. Bernstein (1964:-55-69) has sugesed'that the

key maybe located in class correlated perceptual patterns and
, j

patterns of intrafamilial communicat,iont--or as.'he has called"

.

.

them, restricted vs. 'elaborated-'codes. Kohn' finds/ differences

.,)
l

11

not .so much in the kind of punishment parent& pse, but rather in
,

the goals to which punishmen't is applied. Thui middle 'alas&

parents,' both fathens and mothers, are more likely to ascribe ,

.

--L

'predomi.nant'importayce to the childs ',acting on the basis. of-,
\ .

)

internal. standards of conduct, wi-li-X-e---working Class parent ascribe

greater importance to, . compliance 'with parenta authority.

(1969:22). Generally, these analysts suggest that the attitudes
,

'and behavior of middle class (vs. working and lower class),

-parents' is .tondu.s.4..ve to _the fisrmation of. strong family,

7
identifications and' a coherent ad positive self -concept.

Coppersmith C19674rand_Rosenberg (19-65): both findi for instance,

that the parental attitudes of positixe concern, acceptance,'-and

warmth are directly related to the social status of the faiWily and

to the development of'high. levels of- self- esteem ih young people.
) ,

This argument (hereafter termed the social class-or-SES model) has

7 01.
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.no clear-cut 'implication-,<for the .*impact -of DOCs on ,c141d
,, ..

evelopment, since ';it focates, the cas ual 'Variables 41 ,,,,

P
. 6

class-dorrelated qualities of child-parent
.

interaction rather th an
. r ---

the .struct6:-ally determined interaction' pOtential. Only the
.

latter would presumebly be significantly'affected by ,.the'''child's

s .

..

regular_ partiCipation, in a DCC. .

SYMBOLIC INTERACTION THEORY AND SOCIALIZATIOA

Symbolic interaction tieory suggests that the basin 'units. of

analysis for
i
human behavior are interactive episodes in wh ich the

.
. ,

actors are invoied in recipe ocal definition and interpretation of .

- . .

the verbal communication and behavioral gestures of others. Ii is
4

e -
out of such symbolic interaction that role . taking, the

internalization of social norms, and the development of a self

concept (the intrapersonal &rganizat'ion of"'identities--or. self

names) occurs'. Overt behavior is then understood as a function
r

e such internalized roles, social, norms; and the self concept.
. ,

present research is plainly .concerned with understanding. the

relationship belmeeh id,entification with significant other
fr

the

development of the self concept, and avert social behavidr This

relates to the _ previously stated concerns in'that most symbolic

interac.tiorasts, from the, seminal thinkers (Mead, 1934; Cooley,

1902)( to more contemporary analysts (Foote and Cottr 11, 1955;

'Hess and Handeil, 19'519;.- Rainwater, 1968) have .und rstoo0 the-.
,

n't.12.1-ear family as the critical structure withir") which such

- 8 -
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interactive 'primary so ialization:'OrocAesses take . place.'
. .

.

,. c
. ....,.

.

.
... Specifically a,adressed b this paper is whether-,and'hol,he

child'.s participatiod,In a CC affects - the-, development of his
. i

... . ideritifiCation- with. f-amily figures., self concept, ncl-sbc.iel
. ,

. ., .
. ,

'behavior patternst A more abstract concern is the issue of th'e
e ,

'consistency between self concept, and social behavior. While
.

. .

. , (-
..- symbolic interactionists have not been insensitiJe to the

. .

.

, ' 'possibility of discrepancies between one's self images and actual
. .,

. .

behavior,they have generally emphasized -the consistency etwe; en

the two. ',Freudians, on the other hand, have tended to treat.
, .

cognitions about 'the self,, especially; verbalized ones, as
,

.
. -

.

ratiodalilations for the under4ing affect states that presumedly
. _

determine behavior,- while behaviorist psychologists tend to- treat

verbal and cognitive behavior a8 irrelevadt at, worst and at best
.

weak and less salient forms of behavior which one' should' not

.expect to find in 'a consistent relationsh.i, rwith overt behavior.
.0 ' $. - ,

Thisissue,- the relstionship between ,self concept 4andT,actual
:4

f asocial behavior, Wilf be examined subsequently.. A

<
Ps

THE INTEGRATION AND'COHESION OF 'THE NUCLEAR FAMILY
' La CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY ,

This is a5 minor' cpncerh"of the present:paiier5) not because,:it.

is substantively lessimportantthan the other,t, put because the

data generated by the preSent study will be ablelt6`deaf with' the .
- ,

.
, .

a-

. .. ,:
,

,
is-sue in only. s limited and .tangential

.
way. SocidlogTsal-

". . . ,

V
. 4.
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discuT Of the viability and cohesion of the contem orary 9
.

. A

family began-With a '-classic essay written several decades ago; by ,

i , .

.

. OSburn and fibbits (1934),., After enumerating the traditionally
. . .:,

'

performed functions of the weSt ern famdly, they suggested that the
.

. .

.

dilemma o4 modern times has.,14).2,9n that many of these functions were

1

:
. . , ,

, being str.ipped, from the family, by encroachm,ent from other
. ,

I

institutions. Thus the integration. and \the viability Of the

*,

nuclear family was cast in 'doubt-because the family Was becoming.

,ificreasingly -functionless in., complex indust iaI societies, in

which' many of the functions traditionally par ford far members by

the 'faMily are being performed by encroaching ban religibus,

educatiOnal and . welfare structures 4 The , most strident
.

. ar,ticulation of this view was by Sorokin (1941) ,an-d-;immerman:
,, , 4 r, 4

(1947) who predicted the *,immanent demise of the.Ame'ricary- family,
. .

. .,-
. .

..

and Oith it, the collapse of American society. , Inevitably, ,

64
Y

4

-ft. ,
, ,.!

contrary 'vjews' emerged: P4r sons_ aad Bales (1955) saw the family
9. %, ,. ..

. as decoming functionally' -Spcialized aroynd providihk.emAnal

gratification and erlyoiocidtiiation and.ByrgesS.vand Lock (1960)
,

chr5nl!c led_ tffe evolutiodi from the tr ad it( io n ,p1 .t, c,-t1 he ,ComVandonat-e
.

, t ° , . .
.c..'N,

; \ 1

- ,family. None. the less, ther=e -.remains to -tilista; a ',strong curreh.bk
_,

"...-_'.. .
.

f

. .

*.doubt .-4o ut _the

iviae

ilit y f ."tre

f

--
fi li>:(

,i l

y

t, m on

-.

family

i1
..

......

sociologsts:. Winch for :IlOamc, suggests
f

that a- s .
.

e poiety,°.
_

,,,.

,develops from .an undijsferentiated
...

to a'bighly'comple condition, 4

. .- ,

. ,
there evolves a series of "sdcietal structures' with specialized

. . _ .t
, I 4

) . ' e '.O.

ft ;

.. O

'
4. ,

.. ,.,
r ,. $
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functions. The transition froM sithplicityt6 complexity then,

takes important functions out of the familial setting, .thereby
-

reducing familial interdepeeence-, .and resulting ,in a meakened
. , ,,i . ,.. .. .

fimilial ;.structure (1971:102).' Win .ch further suggests a
..., .4,:. .

^ *
.:,

relationship between the degree of functionality'of'flmily for,its
_

.4

....

members andl, ttie integration of the faMily in , the following

hypothesis: the more'fbnctronal trip family, the. greater is ,the
.

probability that 6le child-will fom identifications withih the

(1971:393). SimilarAy, Adams (1971:144) asserts that

"the ,modeling` of day-to-day behavior ,after,members of the nuclear
IS,

familyissomewilat less Likely today than in the colonial frly,X"

In fact, 'precisely where the individual will find his role models*,'

and whether or not they -will rein?Orce one another",' ,ts

k i
prOblematic". In the _context of the present study, the growth and

-4, * %b., .

Spread of DC s represent another institutional eneroachement on

what,mas excldsively a fUnction of the nuclear family (primary
L-....." , _...

, Ai- 1,
socialization) . If tbs-argdMlents.of psburn. and Tibbetts Winch,

.
.

.

and Adams are_;cofeect then the children who are regular and
,

v.,
.

long-term paeticip.ant in bC0s should -,traw,e weaker psycholoO.cal
,;. 4.

identiricatipn with' adult family members, and this can-,be ta4n'as

14 one iheX 'of weakened cohesiveneSs of- the Mbdern,faMily as its

functions are progressively.absorbed "by'-othee institutions.

suggestedIt is uggested here -that the Conotrns of ;these. family

sociologists are to the previously mentiobed child ,and.

:0

VP
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developmental; psychologists, mainly the effect of remoVAIrgprimg'ry
.

so cializa tion--eVen partiallyfrom the sphere of t44 nuclear

family , 'thoug their reasons for Such c9ncernaq differ
/
.<1 > There

. -

are further similarities between the two groups of scholars...

Some family sociolog ist' have assumed that the structure ,of the
-

family limits the degrVe, of the . functionality of the; family much

like the developmental and sbcial-psycliological views cited

earlier assumed that the structure of the social unit determines
.a

the potential for intense primary social interaction. Thus "...it
. ------ _.

is theorized that the structure of a social system deteriirnes the
t

0.4 . .

limits . of triat' system' s functional poteritial. In other Ard-s,- a
,(

relatively elborate "structure allows for mdre ..functionality than -'

,

i

does', a° relatively Simple structure" (Winch, 1962:134). On
et.thl,-1_,

basisc of this, assumption, he hypothesizes that families are ' mor:e4'

, . .

more. functional ( and hence more cohensive)f for the child if. one or more

- older siblings are present (Winch, 1962:134) . IAshor.t ,. Winch

seems to be arguing that the structure of the family limits the
0

acintertion i terms of' the number and variety of

people and roles availablewhich in turn . determines the '1 ikl ihood
0 4

that members -of the 'family----w4-1-,engage in joint. activities, find

gratifications; within, the family, and iden tify with family

figures. There -Is-some- support in the literature for Winch' s

assertipps, Thus Bossard and Ball find that the size aid

,structural 'complexity of , the family have an impact on the

- 1 2 -

-
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s ',an...

IV

. ,

,

integration df the family unit and 'the kinds of psychological.

attachments' members have for the family unit: "Whereas

large-family respopdents thought of the family as a group to be

maintained and served by each member for the good of all, 'those

from -small families- thought of it more as a launching pad 'f4 the

projecting of adequate individuals intothe outside World, Some

of the,. former admitted that/ the closeness of, family life'had.made

ree.e,-."

it extremely difficult for them to relate to outsiders- in later

life (1965:38)."

_thus the theoretical concept interaction potential
0

J

elaborated earlier, which--if the sources cited arqicorrect,-has a

powerful impact on the kinds of interaction that , shares the

hild's psychological , attachments ' to family figures
,

(identification), self concept development, and social behavior

patterns, can now be recast as' having three relevant dimensions:

'''(1) the structural compleXity of the family' unit aid (2)'kthe

frequenc-,and -(3) continuity of the 'Child-socializing agents

within the interaction. Only the fir'st two. dabnsions are

explicitly dealt 'with' here, because it is assumed°that there is
,

far .less Continuity among socializing agents within the DCC than

Within the .family. To determine' if these two dimensions of,
, I r

-

interaction potential (family structure complexity, and frequency

of child-socialization agent interaction) operate as' hypothesized

on the specifielr depen d-Ost .-ICO:nables (identification with °

-
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,

famlly...etc.) and to compare such/impacts with those of the 'SES

'model ,becomes thekentral empirical task of this research.

THE FORMALIZATION OF RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

The foregoing discussion can ,be'formaliZed in two sets of 4

hypotheses, the,Ifirst embodying .the interaction otential,

arguement and the latter the *sOcio-econoMic status ar,guement.

ThUs-for the interaction' potential arguement:

H[1] The larger and mor? complex the family structure and 'the

.lets the periods seperation from the family, the' greater the

degree of'primary interaction within the family. A

H[2] The higher the degree of,- primary interaction within the

family, the greater, the probability that children within the

family will identify-strongly with family members.
a.

H131 The stronger the identification with` family member,s, the
r,r

greater the probability that the child will develop a positive

selfconcept.

H[4] The more positive the self, concept of the child, the

More his social pehaViorlOatterns 411 ,exhibit a successful

adjustment to others in the social environment.

For the.socfo-; economic class argument:
.

.

,

FIN] ,The higher the socio-economic status of the family, the
_ _.... ,

qore-plerant-,_and warm the attitudes -and, behavior of pareets
ft

0

child.

s , \

. toward the .

-v

t

H(2] The morettoferant, apd warm the attitudes and behaviors.

t

-44F-
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e

of parents to4ard'the child, the greater theprobability that the
. .

child will strongly identify with Par,phts%
.- . .

. t -

with
- : ,

H[3] The stronger the iderttificatian 4fayily Members, the
,

1

greater the probability that the child All ,clevekpp a positive'
'co°

self. concept.

H[4] The mo'r'e positive the self concept' the more his social

behavior patterns will exhibit a successful ," adjustment., to others

(

in the woe-i-4,1 environment.

- Thr`ee explanatory comments are in,order: (1) Only the fii:St'

two hypotheses in both -sets difterentiate between the- interaction
if

potential sand the Socio-economic class{ model, hypotheses thre-P.and

four 'hae. to, do with ,explicating the theoretical cone pts Of
o

symbOlic interaction theory alluded to previodsly. (2) "Positive

self concept% is here used to include 'both i.ts clinical meaning
,

(e.g. highly°develoPed senses of- self esteem and autonomy) and

.its, meaning in ter`,ms of early soci'al'ization, , that .is, the,

successful internalization, of broadly conventional cultural norms

(e.g. sex-role' identifiaation, taking care of one's things,

,. getting along with others). , (3) "Social behavior' patterns that

.
. . ,

eXhibit a successful aajustment to others in the social'

environment" (hereafter termed social behav-ior adjustment) should

,-''''

be broadly urAerstood' in the context of what Foote and Cottrell

'(1955) mean by "inte1personal competance' thattis, the ability of

the individual to establish and participate in on -going and

- 15 -
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reasonably harmonlous.,l'relationships with others. These two sets ,

of,,hypotheses can be further explicated in the following, causal

diagrams., specif-ying independent , inters7ening and dependant

variaVles

THE INTERACTION POTENTIAL MODEL

Family! Structure
Complexity a

N-°

S

Cegree of Primary
Fafily Interaction

T m e,' Away 'Troth the
Family a DCC) 4k

Child's Identificition
1, with Family) Adults

Chirld's Self Concept

N/ ,
Child' s:Soeial! Behavior
Adjustment

t

-SOCIO-ECONOMIC CLASS MODEL

,
Family Soc it-economic Parental Attitudes Child' s Isdenti
Statbs and Behavior with

Toward the Child Family Adults.,
,

A

Self-concern,

' Child! s Social
Behavior Adjustment

In sum', the pragmatic goal of thi s research is to examine the

iSossible impact of DCCs on the social development of bhildrh and

the theoretical is to examine

A

famqyintegration, while

,1

- 16
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evidence'that Would' suggest which of the two models (if..either) is
..

. 0

the better model for understanding primary socialization.
4.

RESEARCH METHODS

-.
,i, :9 j *

,I

. ,

* Ti spite of the well rown ohazards of matching designs,
,s;

(Blalock, 1967;. A11houser and Rubin, 1970), a frequency match.in

design was deemed most appropriate given the nature of the

probLems to be investigated ',and the resources available-. First, a
0.

'master list of families and information about family structure

variations was obtained from DCCs in the Omaha (Ne) metropolitan

region. These DCCs were selected to be rolhly represent'a'tive of

the. variety of such centers "now operating ,ip the research:

area---large and small publically supported cent4rs, private

,flentrapreneurial" 'centera, private "franchise" centers, and

eprivat non-profit, centers (mostly+ church- related) . The

d

residential area of the family was'used asan estimate of the

.1.

economic status of the family, and local relators'' assessment. of

residential property values were. used as a check against the

'researcher's knOwledgg V various ecological 'status zones of the

metropolitan region. Inforrition provided about familystructur

iwas constructed into a family stOucture7complexity index along

p 9

lines suggested hY, Winch's theory.<2> Next ajist of families of,

four and five year old children not enrolled in day care centers

.
was 'obtained from a variety, of local service' agencies,. From this

list an ,appropriate number ,of famities was selected matching as

.
- 17 -
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closely_ as possible the DCC sample on,farbilksec'onomic status and

41
family structure complexity, by thee same: method. The resultarit

,

sample .ineluded 2.86 famil-des and children about, which data was'

collected. Of these families 119 (41.6%).had° childre\ n who were
. .

. ,.,

currently enrolled la DCCs, bh4.the control population, matched by
, -.

\..
'.

' - \
age of child, family economic status,' and family, "structure.

. complexity _included. V66(58.44? families. Data about the,lengt i

4,

.

_
\...

and extent of the shi,ld's participation ira thce DCC, the frecidency

of, the child's interaction with addlt family memberS, parental\
.

attitude and behavior toward the child and the mother's assessment

of the .social behavior adjustmen; of the child was obtained' by

int.Orviews conduCted in the home. At the same .time a self concept

inventory was administered to thechildv One segment of the self

.concept inventory was used as a .measure of the child's

psychological attachments to adults in the family (or, in the, %

symbolic interac% tionist's , "identification' with,

significant others . in the family). Since parental behavior,

'toward the child, the chi.;d!s self concept and social behavior k,

adjustmT ent represented the most challenging measurement problems,

;

they will be'discussed in some detail below.

0 PARENTAL BEHAVIOR TOWARD THE

ti

e 7

4-

''.
.

0

Maternal warmth has ,, been suggested as an important

V.
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,,- '
,

--child.rdars,;4pg v.ariable in research summarized by YarroW, Cambell

'and Burto? (c_1968:) and one which may vary significantly viith social'

.

class. Warm maternal b'ehavior is .hdre defined as meaning anyf ., .
.,

behavior f the 'mother' towaNd the child whi-eh cdri be charaCerized

as having a strong positive affective; tone: Although the original

use of this varialiplg used only Warmth% it, was felt that it /would

be interesting to -include observations' about its opposite
. ,

(maternal, . "coldness "), because having these :paired observations
. ,

may represent a betterasaMpling f maternal beha0orregardin'the

child: Interviewers' 'Were instruc to make,-observations by a

series "of notations in,the margins of the. interview Schedule of

instal ces of mdfernaf.wrmth and cdldngss during the interview,
, ,. .

theand while the child was taking the° self concept inventory. The
,

.

entire interview :schectule was,then scored, simply,by....adding the

number o warmth and cold 41,otatiOns in the mgrgins. An attempt

was made tb develop a sumMary index t.y d\iv rig the total number
.

of Warmth observatidns'by the number of cola observations, with

thq resultant score heingItermed the warmth ratio. ,,;,In, spite of,

the initial exp6ctation that there, would- be' d strong )in'vers'e

relationShip between warm- and cold maternal behavior, the
.

,
\

'
, e

,,

resulting correlation suggeited only ,a modeit.relatiodhship between
,

... ,

.
.."

the two -(r: ii -.1,91;P .7. .0130. Since the two are, thdri,-. to a

.
. ,,J

, ,

arge degree independent of each. other, results were reported for
1

ea h measure al-one, as welllas the summary index.
,

;
. 4i. .1. /r

00
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SELF CONCEPT AND IDENTIFICATION- WITH FAMILY ADULTS

These KaritbTa are, discussed together here'because-theywere

measured atiiiiIng di'ffreqt aspects of the same researeff
. ( . ,

.

--- .

instrument, This instTuMent we&;:the U-Scaler.peveloped by OZehosky,
.,,

,

'and Clark 0970) to Measure the .s lf
.

,_concept' of preec-scho91
4-.,4,. -

,

.

children The ': U-Scale is .v. a, pro ctivertype self cohcePt:
.

% .
.

.! z, '
..,

a

inventoTy,,but Unlike most such instruments it .(1) has explicit

,

scoring protocols, and (2) makes rather few imaginative demands On

the subject. The instrument cOnsiSts...o a, series f
4

f .

drawings .of children in various- positive and negative situatlonsY

;deslgned to 'tap *such. self concept dimensions as autonomy,
-

. /, competance, appeara'nce, sex Tole 'identity, and interpersonal
.

. 4

relations, both, with other child/4Rn- and adults. TA cpi/d Is
k .

asked to indicate whichAreing on each card is more like himself. - -.,

. .4-
Thosesitems On the U-Scare which 'are j.,pdictors of the CiACls-

****
I

. ....,,
,

,

.'Perception,,of his rerallonsiNkwith adult family members are here ---.°
. r

operatiotlall4 deiined'eb inditators of the _child's identification '
.,,

., , a
I,

with .family adults.; while the remaintLer of the items' were' scored
. 4 "I

-, .
'

. s' to -derive a
ab

sel f concept score.O*5
.

4,

Since this instrument was central to. examini g ti-iere-search
..,

.

t.

'hypothesis, ,4 it wag pre-testtd: and refined in several wayg'.

,,
, .

, .

.

- First: - it was thought that there might be significant variations'

V

-- in 4epponse patterns for white and nor -whte children, An irjiti81
1 -1/

20 -
' N: 47



A 41.

"gre-test conducted eat one,day c-qre. center showed' no . significant
'differences when sor4ed into these-ethnic categories. Second, an

item. analysis -ma's 'undertaken to select those cards from the.
.

U-Scale most strongly associated with high overall scores. The

computation of a point-b,ise-rial correlation suggested that there
*4

were 'about seventeen items from the -whole -set of fifty cards 'which .<-\
is

AP 1.

, a. ... . ' 1- .A... .. .

were highly discriminative of high A`iiera-11 scores. For this
reason, as well .as for the fact that- a somewhat shorter

was desired. than the original with fifty cards, those seventeen
items were 'Utilized . in ,the---present. ,study. Subsequent data
- . ,

analysis suggested that . fere were modest positive .correlation's.. ,

,--
betWeen the various, dimensions of the test (ranging from r = 220

to r, =

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR ADinTKEtiT

The instrum-e-nt chosen tp .meLsi-sure these variables. was the

Behavior. Disorder Checklist deVe_loped by Gl.i.ewell et al.
t ,---

(1957) t, in whicfh the mothers were asked abut the occurrence,
t .\ .duration; frequency, and' ,,severity of the child' s behaVior

e ,
di'4. i.-aul.-ties in the following ar /eas: (1) digestion, (2) setting'

- t
-N .

along' with-Th,rownups, (3) unUsu-al fearcs, (LI): ner' vooness; _ (5)..
setting along _with other, children, (6) sleeping, (7) eating, (8).

e

.temper tanticUms, (9) daydreaming , (10) -saying'. things that are k notes

true, (11) destructiven -ess, and (12) stealing. These according to
1

Glidewell et al. are symptomsof social -
iand psy?hologcal

0
- 21 -
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4. disturbances in children, when they occur with_great frequency and

Severity. The authors found a positive correlition betwee'n scores

on the Checklist and ilependent'clinical assessments of children.
.

, --
_,---- .:

,In addittion 1_
Williams, 8ean --t" -and /'Russell (19705 have used the

,,,,,- e
4. .

checklist successipaly as an instrument toirfeasure the impact
,

of
,

,--- , ,
parental constrinton the development of social and behavioral .aot-,'

.._-

maladjUstments in children., Mothers were asked whether or not the

.,
child had ever. exhibited the symptom, how frequently, and how long

a

o I

the symptoms had persisted. The mother's responses were *ti'fen

converted into rank ordet scores, and a percentile rank assigned

:toeach reppdndent foreach dimension. The percentile rank.scOres

were summed to "provide one index which wa's defined as the social.

behavior:adjuStment inex. - , .

Moth/
*

'noters were asked whether or, not the child .had ever

exhibited the symptom, tiOw ETkquent, and llow.longthe 'symptom 'A-lad

persisted. The mother's' responses were then 'converted into

standard scgres.for each of these dimensions assigning Values

from'll,oile to niney-nine in relation to the tlotV distribution of

responses for each dimension.A Then the standard scores for each,

'dimension were simply added to .,produce a single index, r umber

.

termed the social behavior adjustment index. eSearch Findings

Apriori to examining the data, a decisiorqwe-s*moiote ,to accept

vt
findings as substantively meaningful if (1) thOrprobability level

is equal, to or less than .05 using, a one - tiled T test, and (2)-

1



ti
el

the statistical associationis strong enough to account for about

5% of the variation in the.correratea variables (r2 = .05). This

was seen as reasonable given the .a.most' limitless universe of

variables that could- affect.the social-psychological development

.

of childrehi' .

1110. . '
Zero order correlations (Pearson product- moment) between the

- .
. . .

major variables about WhiCh data was collected is found in Tattle 1:
,

. . .

41able" 2 'is ,a dist:w of selected relationships as they bear.

on'thefouruhypotheses specified by leach of the-theoretica4 l models .

for early socialization. Also, Table 2 shows partial correlationI, . f i 'r .1 -0

coefficients computed fot What seemed, on logical grbqnds, to be ,.

. *. .

re'evant - control variables; and whether or'not one would reject or

I.

fail. to reject each 'hypothesis given the criteria outlined

previously. If one wanted- to choose between-the two model by

counting hypotheses accepted, one Would have to conclude that the

socio- economic mod'e is a slightly better_ fit to -the dat.,

However, a more- consprvative\ interpreeation would find both
"

. .4

models -- asstated -- seriously flawed, the interaction.potentiaf
,

.

4

model -.more so than the SES-moael.,. Both[ models break down at the'_

,

t ,- e

point.ewhere they specify a relationshipdletween the independent
. , ,

.4,

variables and psycht'logical attachments to faTily, adults (parental

/'' .
, identification). Nor can ei.ther mode], be salvaged merely by

. omi'tting,the hypothesis which specified parental ideritilfimtio6 a

.the inttrvening,- ariable, since the zero' order relationship

. it: 23.- 0

44
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HYPOTHESES &
THEORETICAL MODELfr

4,

table 2
*For all relationships shownf

SELECTED ZERO ORDER AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS RELATED TO HYPOTHESES
g

PARTIAL Rs
ZERO ORDER
CORRELATIONS*

FAMILY
Controlling for: STRUCTURE- REJECT'1'

Educ Status Econ Status COMPLEXITY
Interaction Potential Model,

., .

FSC x Family Interaction(1)
NS

-.295

.
.

NS

-.292

,

,

_____

_

Reject for
Family structu
fail to reject
for Time.

HI. Family Structui'`e Complexity

4 Family.....-4

Time (Dcc Part.)
...,.,. Interaction

.

" .. ,

NS

DCC (D/Wk) x F. INT (T)
.305

HZ Family'----0---4 Taxental Identifica-

Interaction tion

,

7.

,

'

. ,--,

.

F. INT(HrsiD).x P. IDENT.

s.
.

NS

NS

NS

.
,

NS

NS

,NS

i

iNS

NS

NS

Reject

.
. ,

NS

F. INT(Total) x P. IDENT.
'NS

F. INT(Model) x P. IDENT. ,

NS

:H3_,:PARENTAL.IDENT-7,----> SELF 750T P. IDENT x SC
.490

'

.458
4,

'.453

. i

Fail to reject.367

Hir SELF GONCEPT-40 SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
.ADJUSTMENT

.

SC x SBA
.

.468 1470 0 .470
.

Fail to reject.361

.

_

SES MODEL -
. . i

ECON S x DWC

. ,

.202

i

.196

b

.

.

.

,

. ,

0

.267

.238

.

i

,
.

Fail'to reject

' .

H1 SES ---> PARENTAL ATTITUDES &
BEHAVIORS '

' (DWC= lesS difficulty'
with child)

(C/W= warmth ratio).

/0
.330

.

ECON S x C/W

' .220

H2 PARENTAL AtTs &-------> PARENTAL
BEHAVIOR . IDENTIFICATION-

4

,C
. ..

..

. .
.

DWC x P. IDENT.

.
MS

-- -- NS

.

NS

. ,

. -

.

NS

I

NS

,

RejectNS .
. , .

C/W x P. IDENT.,

NS

,

SAgLiAS H 3,,4 ABOVE

.. it

.

Fail to re ect,

.....-

..

. H3. p. IDENT >SELF CONCEPT

H4',SELF OONGERT----)0SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
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between maternal warmth ( .263) and self ,concept becomes

non-significant when controlling for SES and family structure

complexity. Similarly, there is no significant zero ordel(-

0-144

relationship between either dimension of -the interaction potential

Of the family and the child's self concept, and no meaningful

relationship's appear when controlling for. -aal variables.

. A 're-examination of the data Suggested' that- there were

important direct relationships between two of the independent ,

varia'kei' (family SES, DCC participation) and the dependent..

socialization variables (parental identification; self concept,

and social behavior adjustment). These relationshipS ame

summarizept-Taba,g,J., Liclqeffects;show up only when examining a

relaonship between one of thetwoindependent variables and a

. dependent' variable if 'the effects of the other independent

variables are patitialled out (e.g. computing a reaionship

between family SES and social behavior adjustment and partialling

out the effects of Dcq participation ,or family strupture

complexity). No similar relationship waS demonstrated between the

third= independent variable (famil,y structure ,complexity) and any

of the dependent variable.

These direct relationships suggest that the effedts of day

care participation do not operate through the meCanism oT
.

_

i
.

.

. reducing the actual frequency of primary interaction between the

child and his family. This,negetive reiationship between: daycare
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table three
ZERO ORDER.ANDTARTIAL,CORRELATIONS:,

SELECTED VARIABLES
.

,

VARIABLE CORRELATED ZERO ORDER PARTIALS
VARIABLE CORRELATION CONTROLLING FOR:

ECON S. EDUC S. FSC

ECON STATUS x SBA * . .078
(.150)

X C/W **, .210.

(.002)

x DWC **t- .330

(.001)

X SC ***A -.031

(.342)

FAMILY STRUC!g. x SBA .111

COMPLEXITY . (.029)

x DWC .239

4.001)

DCC PARTICIPATION x SC .154

(.037)
. ,

(Reg/Occadional) x P IDENT ***** -.158

(Total.Time)

(Reg/Occ) x SBA

(.043)

-.092
(.156)

.

DIFFICULTY WITH x SBA .197

CHILD (.001)

x C/W1 .187

(.001)aTy

-* SBA = Social behavior adjustment

** = Maternal warmth ratio,
***-bwc = Decreased difficulty with the child'

**** SC =,Sslrboncept___
P.Ident = Identification with Parents

r

P. .133

(.140)

.264

(.015)

.196 -.238

'***
(.055) (.025)

,162 .233

(.014r . (.025)

.076

(.469) (.269)

-.006 -.032,

(.456) (.337)

.015 :13
(.007) (.029)

.206 .257 .228

('.046) (.017) (.030)

Y

-.204 -.169 -.223
(.048) (.084) (.034);

.134 1 .161 .207

(.136) (.084) '(.045)
1

.252 . .238 .392

(.019) (.010) (.006)
_ _ ",

.216 .227 .273

(.038) '(.031) (.012)

4'

0
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participation and a reduction in the frAque*ncy of -primary-
,

interaction certainly exists and is strong; ,but the 'fr'equency of

the. child's primary family interaction is not meaningfully r-elated

to any of the dependent social- psychologica l variables. How might

the negative' relationship, between day care, participatiOn and

parental identification and the. positive relationships between day

care participation and self concept and social behavior adjustment

be explained? luSible explanation' might be that the eDCC'

provides 'other

attachments which, while they enhanCe the self concept and social

behavior adjustment of the child, also weaken the exclusivity and

adults which become the basis for psychological

:strength of the child's identification with family :adults. Thus

the day care child may have a , more Olt-fuse set- of adult

identifications than the non-day care center. child. It is:Also or

note that such effects only occur where the child has been a long

term and/or regular (vs. occasional) participant in DCC.- If such

fj
an interpretation- is valid, one might expect that the DCC would

provide a better settin t for. such psycho ogical attachments to

dev elop .between. :the children and' the .DCC workers _..where the,

internal structure of the DCC resembles a series of primary

groups, i.e. where there is a high ratio of adults per child.

Sudh an interpretation fields support in the data collected since

,...,.

there was found a negative relationship between the ratio of

adults to ,children in the' DCC and parental identification (r =

-25-
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-.224, P = .007). To ,summarize the relationships in tables two
ft

and three, figure 1> is posited as amore plausible causal model of

.early socialization than either orthe twp theoreti6ai models,

SUMSMARY AND DISCUSSION,

The evidence' presented will be discussed in terms of the four

issues initially raised by this'paper,
1
although.they will not be

presented in exactly the same order.

Causal Factors In The Primary Socialization, Process

As 'can be seen from, the model posited in= figure 1,. the

evidence presented here suggests that causal factors in the

primary socialization process are better ullnderst od as family SES

and SES relAed attitudes and behavior ra her than family ,

,./. . .

structure. comi?l'exity. (e.s. size and rol "completeness" and

complexity). Similarly, the childs participatiOn in

-extra-familial institutions 'seem Jo )iav °e an .impact on the

socialization process. Furthermore, SES and Da participation-

seem not to affect the socialiiation process through modifying the

level of primary interaction between child and 'family members,

which apparently plays, a minimal -role- in,,outcomes of the
/"`

socialization process present data suggest that the effects--

of SES work partiallr.through class-cdrrelated parental attitudes

and behaviors while the effects of day care participation suggest

that the child
.

benefits by having social contacts with a variety

of types of -other adulS. 4Exactly why-the, latter, is so is at

- 26.-
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JTh
present unOlear, and cannot be inferred with",any

the

inty' from

sent data. In sum, SEG, and day care particpati-Oii would

seem to perate as ind Pendent fynctional 'alternativ sin 4nms of

providing families' with

children.,

.s4

spcialization rjesources , for

2. Symboltc eraction Theory

The present data s confirm the assertiois of syhbolIc'

../

young
(...)

interaction theory uhr gpestion, namely that there is a strong

relationship,, between identification with signIficant ers, self.

cone -. 'and social behaKior. Indeed, one of th strongest

tati tical relaignships found, in the utirC. study was the.

relatio ship between self concept and social \ehavior, adjustment

(r = . 61) and kontrolling for various Lectors or y makes the.

relations ip stronger. (Educ: r = .490% FSC, r'= .447,
/

.470').. This seems especially impressive given that t

S,

y were
p . .

Ifrmeasured. in vastly different ways, the,for4Mer by a projectiv, type
i

self concept administered to
.

the child,'the latter:i through an

alsessment *of the child's Social behavlor by the parent. In sum,'

the present suggest piat_those theOretical orientations

which treat self images as unimportant ors unrelated to actual

behavior, are in error. Since when 'controllAng forSE.S., sel f

concept. was found to explain about -22% of the varice in ether

behavioral measure (r .221.). The issue of causal orderbetween

the three variables in question is uncertain, because the data

/

44,
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?4t

. analysfs did not permit such inferences--to be made with any c
.

<.

c rtainty. Speculatively,, the data seem to suggest that the'

ini 1 expectation that pa.ren identf,ication would 16-

critical variable mediating betven the independent variables'(SES

and,.',Family structure) and the depend6h..t variabl (self concept,

ibctal behavioi- adjustment) was not j ified,'since parentil

idedtification was not,ibiqd meaninkfu y related to eith'er.set of

independent variables. Using the-same,logic., the fact that social'
J

. behavior' adjustment is meaningfully related to family SES and

rparent attitudes and behaviors, th'e exe,siende of a strong

reljtionship between social'behmj.ordjust.ment and self concept,

and the fact that parental identificption'is 'meaningfully related :

.

only to self concept would .suggest the' following eeiIsal order:

social behavior adjustment--->self concept--->

This would imply that one's self concept is developed in terms o-f

the feedback one gets from others about one's behavior, and that a

healthy sense, of self esteem becomes the basis. for positive

psychological attachments twothers. This interpretation in ro

way contradiCtsgthe symbolic interactionist orlentation (since one

of sits weaknesses is the,absence.of specification in causal order .

zx among variables) and is broadly consistent with Cooley's classic

notion of they "looking-glass-self". To underscore the caveat

entqred above, this interpretation should be treated as Ilighlcy,

speculative,
I.

since the rather rudimentar' data analysis utilized

- 28 -
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thus f4r do not permit t e-establishment of causal order with any

Acertainty. , b

)() c

3. The Integration And Cohesion Of The Family
In IndustFral Societies -

The data presented here seem to support, in a Smal`way, the
4

contention of thbie afialyss cited earlier who 'argue that the

-encroachments of other institutions have lesseneA the cohesiveness

of the nuclear family, as opOosed.to'those i4ho have argued that

the fathily is evolving into a more cohesive, , specialized agency
.

/'

. for interpersonal and affective gratification. As previously
.

mentioned, the present study cast only tangential light on the

"institutional. encroachment"- hypothesis, since it haS a

'/ 1 ,

-cross-sectional design, and assumes that the strength of fhe

child's" attachments to parefftS 'is a valid 'indicator of family

integration in all its multiform )dimensions. It could be, to the

contrary, that the effect of the child's participation in a DCC or
A

family integration and viability is more than offset by freeing

the mother to enter the labor market and thus substantially

enhanipg the material security .of the familyf a factor well knbwn
k ,

to have a powerfill effect on family stability. A plausible test

of the hypothesis in question would seem to involve! at lea'st (1) a

A multi dimensional indlcator % of \family. integrgtion, (2) . a
,

It ,

,

longitudinal study of the same families through various stages of
-

--..

. the family, life cycle, and (3) a longitudinal study of an adequate

sample of families throzelsa,more'extensiye time period. Even if,

37
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tl'rese conditions were met, one ostill,be hesitant about

the characteristics, of contemporarydrawipg conclusions about

families compared, with those of the more distant past,, since an

adequate data .base does not exist PST the latter`. A§ Goode (1975)

has commented, until recently family sociologiSts have treated

change in the family in terms of the evolution of today's form

from a largely mythical.and.highly romanticized conception of the

4 frontier.family:

4. The Impact Of The Day Care Center On The
Social-Psychological Development Of Young Ghildren

Sim par caveats must be entered about drawing firm

implications for the formulation of social policy on the effects-
.

of day care centers. -Even thou.gh care was taken 'to draw a sample

of faMilies and DCCs to be as representative as po.sible, it is

well to reiterate that the present study still-utilized a matching'

design, one would 'hesitate, to draw firm.conclusions for social
4

policy on'the- basis of -cything other than -a large national

probability' sample. With these lithitation6 in mind, the present

evidence does of seem to justify the fears of those, who suggest

that. DCC participation has a deletarious effect on.the child's

social-psychological development, at leastn terms of the

variables under consideration here'. True, th'ere does seem to be a

diminution of the child's uychological attachments .to parents,

but that relationship (with DCC participation explaining only

aboUt 4% of she vriance in parental identification) is a very

4
f

2
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modest one in terms of the potential universe of,forces affecting

parental identification. All other effectg, when found , would

seem to anhApoe the socialization of the child. These findings

-are consistent with those of earlier studies mentioned (Calwell et .

,
al., 1970; Braun' and C., 1972). Assuming the validity of the

{f

finding that family structure, and DCCs each, can 'function as

-independent -;ources for the socialLpsychological development of 0

the child, the policy ,implicatipns would" seem to be that, assuming

sufficient public interest in subsidizing and expanding DCCs,

special attention might'be given to selectively subsidizing these

families with inadequate structural (e.g. ,single parent families)

or status resources (e.g. low irtcome families) as a first,

priprity. Suggestions can be made for further research. First-,

since' the present study treats the, effects of day care

participation in aggregated form, not distinguishing between the
*

assible effects of different _kinds of DCCs in terms of

J!structural variations and program emphasis, At mould seem critical
. .

to examine evidence which does make such distinctions. Such data
m.

has been co llected and will ba the subjectOf a silla'sequent report.

Second, it seems critically important to examine the theoretic-al

A
model ..for early ocializati-on pogited,,hera in .the context of some ,

. .

...i
type multivariate analysis' equipped-to give a better estimate of

the causal ..ordering between variables and est6blis4the relative

magnitudes of the contribution of edch of thEl variables in the
, .

4
, 31 -
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a

model. This also is on our agenda' for a subsequent report.

summarize briefj.y the present paper has addressed a number of

issues. First, it ,has addressed the issue of',concern for the

"effects" of DCCs on the soqia.lization and deve -1lopfroct of young ,,---
,-- - "

children and 14igeryrcrirn-cr those.4Concerns unjustijiedi- n terms of

the variables considered,. Secondly, it has examined two

theoretical models of primary socialization and suggested that, in
modified .form; a model using family ES as an independent variable

is more credible in terms of the data. Third,. it addressed end

fqund credible in terms of the evidence some of the assertions-of
syinbolic interaction theory: that there is a relationship between
social behavior, sel' concept, and identification with significant
others. Fourth, it has examined and founds some support in a very

limited and tangential way the suggestion by several family

sociologists that the encroachment of other institutions mayolin
,.

fact have a negative impact on the cohesi6:n family unit.
= \7k,-

Additionally, several suggestions were made for future research.

32'
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ENDNOTES

1. The developmental psychologists are concerned with the

°possible impact of such programs on the social-psychological

development of the child, whereas,the family sociologists are

primarily interested in the effects of such programs on the

:cohesiveness and Integration of the family unit'.

2. The fallotring values were assigned td tap:family
r-

"completense size and role complexity:

1 = one parent, no older sibs, no other' relatives, living in

the households.

2 = one pardnt, one or more older sibs, and/or.other'

relatives in the household, or two parents, no older

sibs, no other relatives living in the household, )

= two parents, one or more older sibs, and/or one or more

other-N1,atives living id the household.

3. A. value of 1 was assigned for each positive choice, and 0 was.

tY

.
tai

assigned for each neOtive choice. .The summed self. concept

score is merely the summed scores for each card.

33
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